Targeted and non-targeted actions of anti-cancer drugs.
(1) The currently used clinical anti-metabolites are targeted against-key enzymes of de novo purine and pyrimidine biosynthesis. However, the activities of salvage enzymes in each of the biosynthetic segments are markedly higher than those of the rate-limiting enzymes of de novo biosynthesis. Enzyme-pattern-targeted chemotherapy has been suggested to overcome the circumvention activity of salvage. Combination of inhibition of de novo and salvage pathways does provide a synergistic impact. Examples that enzyme-pattern-targeted drug treatment yields synergism include the following: tiazofurin (against IMP DH) and allopurinol (by raising serum hypoxanthine levels it inhibits GPRT); methotrexate or 5-FU lead to inhibition of the dTMP synthase reaction and AZT (a competitive inhibitor of thymidine kinase) or dipyridamole (a nucleoside transport inhibitor); acivicin, an inhibitor and inactivator of glutamine-utilizing enzymes in the de novo pathways of purine and pyrimidine biosynthesis, and dipyridamole. (2) Administration of MTX, 5-FU, tiazofurin or acivicin causes inhibition and/or inactivation of target enzymes. That these drugs are effective in spite of the presence of highly active salvage enzymes is now accounted for, at least in part, by new observations showing that these drugs markedly reduce (but do not eliminate) the activities (amounts) of CdR and TdR kinases, dTMP synthase and GPRT. This action is attributed to the rapid decay rate of these enzymes. (3) Studies on the bone marrow enzymic programs indicate that there is a window of opportunity for strengthening therapy and for the protection of bone marrow by administering salvage metabolites when the salvage enzymes are still present in high enough activities, i.e., 2-6 hr after administration of the blockers of de novo enzyme activities. (4) These results are a strong argument for discovering and utilizing inhibitors of purine and pyrimidine salvage enzymes to achieve more successful enzyme-pattern-targeted chemotherapy and to avoid development of resistant clones of cancer cells. (5) These approaches provide greater explanatory coherence than the previous accounts because recognition of (a) the importance of salvage and (b) rapid decay of key and salvage enzymes reveals a paradigm shift. The problem-solving process in chemotherapy should now be not only data-driven but also explanation-driven.